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Three gorgeously painted new titles reveal the rich diversity of contemporary landscape design. Divided into the theoned chapters, Private Oasis (Grayson, $50) features architecturally responsive projects by Edmund D. Hollander's famous Manhattan-based company, offering ideas for swimming pools, dining terraces, entry sequences
and other outdoor spaces. Mediterranean Landscape Design (Thames &amp; Hudson, $60) presents works from across the region, whether lush layered properties in the Tuscan countryside or Zen-inspired plots in Corsica. And a wall-climbing piece by botanist Patrick Blanc practically sprouts from the pages of his updated monograph,
Vertical Garden (W.W. Norton, $65). Whether you're self-publishing your own book by Kate McPharlin or just want to do cover art for a book you're trying to sell to a publisher, there are several design programs designed to work on Macs that can produce cover art. The most commonly used design software in cover art is Adobe
Photoshop. There are other programs that work, but this application generates cover art that you can share with publishers and printing companies without worrying about formatting. Determines the size of the book cover. This size depends on several factors. First, publishers and printing companies will have stock sizes for different types
of books. Hardcover books, for example, typically require a 9x 13.5 × on a 6 x 9 cover. The extra width is explained by the spine of the book. Download the size book template that you want to publish. (See reference information.) These templates are photoshopped PSP formats. Purchase or design an image to use for the cover. If you are
artistically inclined, you can design your own art for the cover. If it's less than that, you can buy royalty-free background images with cover art. Many books feature a simple background that triggers the theme of the book, with the title and the text of the author's name on top of this image. Open the template in Photoshop. You can put all
the elements together and insert them into the template. Usually, most printing companies and publishers ask for cover art that is a full lead. In other words, the actual design should overlap the template a bit with trimming in mind. Design a book cover. Work in Photoshop in a template and insert the background image and text that you
want to use to title the workbook, similar to the author name. Save the file. Book cover art is best saved as both a native Photoshop file format (.psp) and a PDF. Some publishers may prefer PSP files, while others only need PDF files. Image: @morejanda't say I won't take up life's big questions about creative blocks. As long as the
philosophical head scratcher is tied to art and design, we are very happy to examine it. As it happens, art and designOf the bold claims recently posted on Reddit, this attempts to single out one major difference between the two areas. As Janda says, the main difference between artists and designers is that artists make for one audience,
and designers create for a large audience. If this all sounds a little too deep, a quick look at why you should embrace design thinking might speed you up. Janda, who has published works including the Baan Your Portfolio, broadens his ideas by saying he continues to work on his work until the artist is satisfied. Designers, on the other
hand, need to keep their target customers in mind throughout the creative process. Agree. Image: @morejanda is a strong theory. But is that right? this is what Reddit users have been thrashing out in one of the clearest and most nuanced comment sections we've ever been lucky enough to read. YouTube users were able to learn from
their examples. Cyber Monday deals: See all the best offers now! This makes sense to see that this is a text post. Some commenters were quick to demand distinction between great artists and, well, others. At the same time, user kloden112 required Janda to [f]irst define the design. According to userlowercase_j reddit website, the
answer is [a]rt with a purpose. Creators are naturally valuable about their work, but as you can see, there are a lot of caveats to consider. Creators are naturally valuable about whether they fall into their work or art or design. Chuck money and legitimacy into the mix and you have a lot of ego on your toes around. Janda's claim also skirts
neatly over the idea of commissioning. Sculptors, illustrators and animators can all be called to create works for a fee or target customer. Does this impair their artistry? We remember that few things are as clean-cut as this claim comes out. Artists and designers a ad too are clearly happy with their work. And in terms of purpose and
aesthetics, artists value communication like designers. But perhaps they both express themselves in different ways. Related article: All items on this page were curated by ELLE's decoration editor. You may earn a commission for some of the products you choose to purchase. The most interesting style books of the season are
architectural wonders, covetable goodies, and today's excellent tastemakers September 26, 2011 Body This content is created and maintained by third parties and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. For more information about this content and similar content, see piano.io- Continuing to read in the mid-17th
century, the French philosopher and mathematician Blaise Pascal wrote, The only cause of human misfortune is that he cannot remain quiet in his room. Almost 400 years later, most people around the world feel the weight of Pascal's words. This is, of course, due to the disastrous global pandemic caused by COVID-19, more commonly
known as coronavirus. Chinese government officials have forced their citizens into a forced lockdown, but here in the United States they are being forced to stay indoors while practicing social turmoil where possible. To help dull the boredom that followed, we at AD asked a few of our editors to select their favorite books on architecture, art
and design to stimulate your mind. In the coming weeks (or months), we believe these titles will help ease the calm that arises from forcing yourself to stay within the four walls. Elizabeth Fazzare (Assistant Editor): The Death and Life of Jane Jacobs' Great American City. This is a quintessential book on urban planning that I haven't read
since the school of architecture. Jane Jacobs claims a city that is diverse, well-scaled and planned by humans, fostering a sense of unity that we are likely craving at the moment. Word &amp; Works 1948-2018: Scenes from Architectural Life, By Henry N. Cobb. Revisiting his work in his own poetic terms in light of the recent death of a
multi-made architect is a lovely monument. City: Global History by Joel Kotkin. Urbanist Joel Kotkin, who analyzes cities from their Mesopotamian origins to the 21st century and tries to discover what makes them ticks (and why they fail), is fascinating reading for history buffs. Alison Levasser (Interior &amp; Garden Director): Metropolitan
Stories: A Novel, by Christine Coulson. Christine Coulson's Metropolitan Stories is a great distraction. The author worked for the Met for 25 years and also wrote plaque texts in British galleries. Madeleine Ruckel (news editor) :D and his decorators: Victor Grandpierre, Georges Geffroy, New Look and Maureen Footer. Technically it's a
coffee table book, but it's still a wonderfully beautiful read. The book describes the work of two French people in particular and how decoration shaped Dior's personal and brand aesthetic. Nana, by Emile Zola. The book has a great description of 18th-century French interiors. Nic Mafi (feature editor): Van Gogh: Life, Steven Nyfe and
Gregory White Smith. Forget the fact that Van Gogh does not have such a good biography, in my opinion there is no better biography of an artist than the masterpieces of Dutch post-impressionists Steven Nyfe and Gregory White Smith. Reading it changes the way we see art and the deep struggle to create timeless works paintings by
Miles Anger that shocked Picasso and the world. IfPicasso was interested in how he went from a little-known bohemian painter to the most famous artist of the 20th century, but Unger's book is a must. In it, he made Les Demoiselles Davignon, a painting that changed everything for him, understanding the sacrifices Picasso endured over
the course of two years, and changed everything for contemporary art. Madeline O'Malley (Market Editor): Affordable Splendor: An ingenious guide by Diana Phipps to decorate elegantly and inexpensively and do most of it yourself. This book basically shows how to use staple guns to tent every room in the house, these wonderful
illustrations show. personal favorites near and far by Lisa Fine. This is the ultimate bohemian escapism. Mitch Owens (Decorative Arts Editor): History of Ornaments: From Pompeii to Art Nouveau, Mario Plaz. I'm actually re-reading the 1964 English version of Mario Plaz's book, which is adly filled with images of largely depopulated
domestic rooms painted in Europe by mostly anonymous artists in the 19th century.
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